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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kris Kamann presentation to Real Property Section Meeting of the Idaho State BarThe Law Center12 noon – 12:30 p.m.Good afternoon my name is Kris Kamann and I serve as Senior Philanthropic Advisor at the Idaho Community Foundation.  The Idaho Community Foundation recently celebrated its 35th anniversary and is Idaho’s only statewide community foundation and is a grantmaking public charity.  We administered over $12 million in grants in 2022 and somewhere in that vicinity in 2023 from nearly 700 charitable funds created by individuals, families, businesses, nonprofits themselves and private foundations in Idaho.Now the topic of the day…The huge “Transfer of Wealth” is upon us!  The Baby Boomer generation, the wealthiest generation on planet earth, has begun to transfer their assets/wealth/legacy on to their decedents…or to charities.A Forbes article in late 2023 estimated that $68 TRILLION will be bequeathed by Baby Boomer generation to their offspring.A large portion of this wealth that has been accumulated by the Baby Boomer generation is in the form of Real Estate.We’re going to discuss today the option that exists for donors to make charitable gifts of real estate in support of their favorite charity or cause.  And let me be clear – we’re talking about charitable gifts of real estate to 501c3 organizations and entities.



TOP 10 QUESTIONS TO ASK AND EXPECT

1. Description/expected value

2. Ownership

3. Partial or entire interest

4. Debt or other 
encumbrances

5. Outright, Life-Income or 
Testamentary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a base-list of questions that charities should be asking their donors AND that professional advisors should be asking their clients when this topic gets brought up.  And there are probably others, as well, but we’ll discuss the base-list…What really is the asset or property we’re talking about? It is Residential?  Is it Commercial? The Expected Value is good to know or discuss, BUT this does not mean the Appraised value.  An initial determination to know if its worth continuing the conversation.Who really owns the parcel or property?  Is it the individual?; is it part of an LLC?; is it a joint ownership between you and your spouse?; you and your sibling?; etc.Do you own the whole piece of property or just a portion of it?  Who owns the rest of it?Do you still owe something on the property?  Could result in tax implications for yourself – will touch on this laterAre we talking about giving now no-strings attached/giving and still living in the house/or just giving the charity the keys when you die?  Taxes and Desires/Wishes come into play with this question.  While it might look advantageous from a tax-perspective to do one thing, the donor may not be ready to pull that trigger.



6. Capital or ordinary asset

7. Tax implications

8. Potential buyers and offer 
status

9. Holding period and 
management issues

10. Transfer timing

TOP 10 QUESTIONS TO ASK AND EXPECT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
6) Capital Assets = assets that are useful in the long-term, such as buildings/land/intangible assets.  Ordinary Assets = assets that are used in day-to-day operations of the company, such as inventory or accounts receivable.7) Have you discussed this with your accountant/financial advisor/attorney?8) Do you have someone lying in the wings to buy the property from us?  Is there an offer on the table that you want us (charity) to uphold?  Could have big implications with the IRS.9) Does the donor have request that the property not be sold for a period of time or does the property require management oversight by the charity? Wait, we can’t sell the property for 20 years?  You want us to be in charge of managing a 100-room apartment complex?10) What is the precise timing that this transaction needs to happen?  To benefit you tax-wise but also for the charity so that they can liquidate ASAP after gaining ownership.



THINGS TO CONSIDER (DONORS)

• Publication 526 – Explains how 
to claim a deduction

• Publication 561 – Helps 
determine the fair market value of 
property (other than cash) that is 
given to qualified organizations

• Form 8283 – Must be attached to 
your tax return if claim is over 
$500

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For DonorsPublication 526 – helpful in that it discusses:Organizations that qualify to receive contributionsThe types of contributions you can deductHow much you can deductWhat records to keepHow to report contributionsPublication 561 – helpful in that it discusses:Helps donors and appraisers determine the value of property (other than cash) that is given to qualified organizations and what kind of information you must have to support the charitable contribution deduction you claim on your returnForm 8283– helpful in that it discusses:Used to claim a deduction for a charitable contribution of property or similar items of property where the claimed value exceeds $500



THINGS TO CONSIDER 
(TAX PROFESSIONALS)

• Appraiser – valuation guidelines

• TD 9836 – final regulations with appraisal 
requirements for noncash charitable contributions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For tax professionalsThe Pension Protection Act of 2006 requires appraisal be done by qualified appraiserNOTE: the appraiser’s fee is not deductible as a charitable contributionAppraisal must be done by qualified appraiser no earlier than 60 days before the contributionTD 9836 – these are final regulations that provide guidance regarding substantiation and reporting requirements for cash and noncash charitable contributions.  The final regulations reflect the enactment of provisions under the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 and the Pension Protection Act of 2006.



THINGS TO CONSIDER (CHARITIES)

• File Annual Returns –
Schedule M

• Depending on the donated 
property:

Written acknowledgement 

Written disclosure 
statement

 Form 8282

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Depending on the donated property:Written acknowledgement: required under Code section 170(f) to substantiate charitable contribution of $250 or moreWritten disclosure statement: required under Code 6115 when donor makes quid pro quo contributionForm 8282: form to be completed upon the sale, exchange or other disposition



GIFT ACCEPTANCE

• Will the charity want the 
property? Don’t assume!

• Most charities will have a Gift 
Acceptance Policy

• Single-Member Limited 
Liability Company (LLC)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Having an open discussion between the donor/the advisor/and the charity is ALWAYS the best-case scenarioBe ready for a charity to have a board-approved (and required to follow) Gift Acceptance Policy that you and your client will have to go through to complete the giftStaff and donor visually evaluate the propertyAppraisal done (paid for by the donor)Financial analysis performed prior to acceptance to determine if gift is financially sound investmentAn environmental audit (paid for by the donor)Negotiation of appropriate fee/gift arrangement with donor to help cover overhead costs of accepting the gift (realtor fees/title work/closing costs/legal fees/property taxes/insurance)3) One way that charities can accept gifts of real estate without being in chain of title is for it to establish an LLC of which it’s the single member.  Real estate is then conveyed to the LLC – among other things, it helps provide liability separation from its other assets.



TOOLS IN THE TOOLBOX

• Outright Gift

• Bargain Sale

• Retained Life Estate
 Personal Residence/Property

• Delaware Statutory Trust (DST)
 Business Property

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Outright Gift – Avoid capital gains tax/claim tax deduction equal to fair market value/stop maintaining the property.  HOWEVER – still not as easy as it may sound; Gift Acceptance Policies (mentioned in prior slide) and time for the charity to analyze and decide/determine whether to accept the gift.Bargain Sale – transaction in which donor receives less than full market value of property transferred to the charity.  Transaction is treated as Part Sale/Part Gift with donor’s basis allocated proportionately between the gift and sale amounts.  This is selling the property to the charity.  GOOD TO KNOW – Gifting of Debt-Encumbered Property is treated as a bargain sale, as well; Gift value is net of the loan and the loan results in income to the donor – 1) Income to the extent that the loan exceeds the basis and 2) It is allocated proportionately between gift and deemed sale (i.e. – amount of the loan) = should ask donor to consider loan repayment prior to the gift.Retained Life Estate – Donate post-mortem, but keep as lifetime use (live in the house while you’re alive).  Allows for taking an immediate tax deduction – TWO TYPES of property only for this – Farmland and Personal Residence (personal residence can include vacation home). The cost of maintaining the property/taxes/utilities/ should be the responsibility of the life estate beneficiary (the donor).  GOOD TO KNOW = 1) Transfer made by Deed, not through a Trust; 2) Charity will get property without restrictions; 3) deduction is for remainder interest.  A Life-Estate-Calculation is used to value the remainder interest, including: 1) Age of the donor or term of the agreement; 2) Value of the building, it’s useful life and its salvage value; 3) Value of the land; 4) 7520 rate (used as discount rate).Delaware Statutory Trust (DST) – NOTE – property owned for personal use (primary residence or second home) DO NOT QUALIFY for a DST or 1031 exchange…a legally recognized Trust that allows investors to co-own real estate properties and share the profits without any management responsibilities…formed under the Delaware statutory trust law and qualifies as a “Like Kind” real estate replacement property under Section 1031 of IRS.  Then name a charity as the ultimate/final beneficiary of the DST.  Allows for the initial Donor to receive income or for Charity to receive DST proceeds as a gift.  ALSO – DST interest can be donated into a CRT OR into a DAF, allowing for additional charitable tools by the donor(s).Bryan Clontz comments – baby boomers trying to downshift their responsibilities and ownership/management of their business property – are charitably inclined and want some income tax deductions NOW, vs. just leaving it when they pass away.  



TAKEAWAYS

• Include the donor’s 
advisors

• Charitable tools rather 
than direct donations

• Do you really want to 
do this?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We ALWAYS ask the question to donors of “Who are your professional advisors?”  This should include accountants/CPAs, estate planning attorneys, financial advisors, etc.  There are huge tax implications with gifts of real estate and shouldn’t be taken lightly.   The whole picture should be painted prior to going to the altar.There are ways or tools that donors can still financially benefit from the property (CRTs) or use the assets from the sale for future charitable good that they can be advisors for (DAFs).This is extremely personal!  We’re talking about giving away the family farm, the house that your children were born in, or the vacation home that 3 generations of your family benefitted from.  These aren’t light considerations.



RESOURCES

Idaho Community Foundation
idahocf.org

Charitable Solutions, LLC
charitablesolutionsllc.com

National Christian Foundation
ncfgiving.com

Realty Gift Fund
realtygiftfund.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Idaho Community Foundation – can be good option if client wants to support specific Idaho nonprofit with gift of real estate but that nonprofit can’t or won’t accept real estate.  Also, depending on the dollar value, the donor may be skeptical leaving a LARGE donation to single charity for them to manage the money.  Donor could create Designated or Donor Advised Fund at ICF that ultimately benefits the specific charity of their choice.Charitable Solutions – a wonderful partner of ours and to nonprofits and universities across the entire country.  ALL THEY DO is non-cash asset receipt and disposition to benefit charities.  Bryan Clontz is the founder and president who previously worked for the Community Foundation of Greater Atlanta.National Christian Foundation – another resource for clients who want to give real estate assets as charitable gifts, but have a broad focus on ultimately giving to charitable organizations or causes with a specific Christian or Religious focus.Realty Gift Fund – Don’t know much about, but another option to investigate if piece of property is smaller dollar amount



THANK YOU

Kris Kamann, CAP®

Senior Philanthropic Advisor

kris@idahocf.org

208-342-3535 x 14

mailto:kris@idahocf.org
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